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Tuscany and Piedmont share
never-ending pleasures for today’s
luxury travellers.
Land in Turin or Florence and be whisked by helicopter into the countryside to savor the finest Italian
wines on a private tour with the producer and indulge in Michelin-star dining in contemporary or
more classical surroundings. Accompany an experienced truffle hunter and his canine companion to
unearth exquisite white truffles or enjoy the sublime scenery in the saddle of a locally hired e-bike.
Sharing UNESCO World Heritage site status, Val d’Orcia and Valdichiana Senese, in Tuscany, and
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, in Piedmont, vaunt a wealth of art and culture worth exploring, from
perfectly preserved medieval villages to majestic castles and world-famous masterpieces. In search of
relaxation? Soothe body, mind and soul at sublime spa resorts, natural hot springs and wellness centres before unwinding at your home away from home: villages-turned-luxury resorts and design-led
farmhouse restorations.
Tuscany and Piedmont: for an exclusive Italian vacation.

Helen Farrell (Journalist)
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Tuscany: Val d’Orcia
e Val di Chiana Senese

Piedmont: Langhe
Monferrato Roero

In the area near Siena the landscape is so pure, characteristic and imprinted on our minds as the
quintessential image of Tuscany that it’s part of UNESCO World Heritage site list. Hills and ravines comprise the countryside, but it’s the cypress trees that steal the scene, surrounding isolated
hilltop hamlet and marking roads in tidy rows. Oak forests, olive groves and vineyards that produce Brunello and other fine Tuscan wines extend across the hillsides, next to characterful monuments and villages. Tracing the curvature of the hills, start exploring from on high, at Radicofani
Fortress, boasting views across the valley. Next, head for romantic Pienza, the ideal city and the
setting of Zeffirelli’s film “Romeo and Juliet”. Delve into the cypresses of San Quirico, skirting Castiglione and continuing to Montalcino to sip a fine Brunello. With your senses fully awakened, a
visit to San Giovanni d’Asso’s Truffle Museum is a must. To unwind after all your travelling, stop
in Bagno Vignoni, famous for its striking thermal water baths in the town square, and Bagni San
Filippo, where water rises from the heart of the volcano, gushing forth and creating concretions
of rare beauty, a source of health and wellness for millennia.
The Val di Chiana – Siena area has soft borders, just like the levity of its sunrises, the reddening
of its sundowns, which are reflected in the serene Crete, in the rare and charming biancane, in the
Orcia canyons, borders that glimmer on the lakes in Chiusi and Montepulciano, are rooted in the
mysterious Etruscan civilization, bounce off the ruggedness of Cetona and gush forth from the
springs in Chianciano and San Casciano. Everything here speaks of charm and harmony: from
the history rooted in legend and Etruscan mystery to the pleasure of treating yourself to an afternoon of well-being (at the hot springs in Chianciano Terme, Montepulciano and San Casciano
dei Bagni) and gluttonous delight (particularly when it comes to Montepulciano wines, the culinary delights of Sinalunga and the extra-virgin olive oil made in Trequanda); not to mention the
harmony of the landscape and architecture (in Sarteano, Torrita di Siena and the aristocratic
and graceful Cetona) and the beauty of fine living, a distinctive trait of this ancient territory. The
charm of this land comes from the fact that here, more than any other place, the spirit of the Etruscan civilization lives on. The Val di Chiana extends between the most important towns in the ancient society. In fact, the culture is still alive and well in some of the most unexpected places: like in a
cut of Chianina steak, in a glass of Nobile di Montepulciano or in solitary wandering throughout
the town centres, from a healthy dip in the hot springs to a sip of the beneficial waters capable of
restoring vitality.

A corner of Italy which encapsulates unique gastronomic delights, often only whispered as secrets
to gourmets around the world. Here Nebbiolo reigns, with its noble sons -the Barolo and Barbaresco, protected by castles, towers and fortified villages that take us back to medieval times of
struggles and splendours: pilgrims, salt merchants, soldiers of fortune, the Crusaders, and Benedictine monks have all trodden this soil leaving a heritage, a sign, a legacy. But it was the farmers
whose centuries of toil shaped the hills into the breath-taking landscape which widens the eyes
of the tourist today.
And under these so-special hills, the ultimate and most secret treasure: The White Truffle of
Alba: the “grey diamond” that made Cavour crazy and sent Vittorio Emanuele II into ecstasy, the
Tuber Magnatum Pico made world-famous by the youngest son of a poor family of sharecroppers,
Giacomo Morra, founder of the Fiera and true deus ex machina of the Langhe.
Because the Savoy Piedmont of royal palaces and courts, of stately homes and gardens, retains its
ancient wild and native soul in the Langhe and Monferrato, between groves of oak and fragrant
valleys known locally as rittani, among hazelnuts and pastures, among pheasants and wild boar, in
stone villages and remote rural churches. A soul with an ancestral beauty which is reflected in the
snow-covered chain of the Alps which protects it from the ruffling of the marin, the sea wind that
warms and perfumes it, providing the special microclimate for its inimitable wines.
But it is also a tough soul, made of hard work and sacrifice, poverty and emigration, endurance and
fatalism, so well recounted by Cesare Pavese and Beppe Fenoglio, not by coincidence two of the
greatest Italian writers of the twentieth century who grew up in these hills.
Do not be surprised that today all this has become a World Heritage Site and the Cultural Landscape of these vineyards has been declared the 50th Italian location to be protected by UNESCO:
we have always known how to live in a unique, special and magical place. Knock say “friend” and the
door will open.
Welcome!
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Pietro Giovannini
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Corymbus
Tour Operator
V. Massetana Romana 44
53100 Siena (SI)

+ 39 0577271653 | Fax + 39 0577271615
viaggi@corymbus.it

_
www.corymbus.it
_
contact Patrizia Malomo, Owner – Managing Director
viaggi@corymbus.it

C

orymbus Tour Operator is located
in Siena and started his activity in
1994. It is a limited company composed by 4 partners.
Since its very beginning, the main goal of
our company has been the promotion of the
territory and its culture from an eno-gastronomic point of view. The deep knowledge of
the area and the professional background
of every member of the company, made Corymbus one the first Tuscan incoming tour
operator specialized in eno-gastronomy and
special interest tours throughout the Italian regions. Our full offers and services are

TOUR NR.1
GOURMET PIEDMONT & TUSCANY ON
A SILVER PLATE
listed and described in our website www.corymbus.it, a valid help for our partners and a
confidential catalogue not opened to the final
client. You will find our 25 -year experience
as an incoming tour operator condensed into
small packages, upgradeable with additional
offers from our “menu” and created to satisfy even the pickiest client. Our main activity
consists of working on the extreme customization of each and every travel in order to
create an offer completely tailored on your
clients’ requests. Our specialties are: INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES, GROUP TOURS, WEDDINGS IN ITALY, MICE, VILLAS

A glorious tour throughout the major gastronomic highlights of Piedmont and Tuscany;
from the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato region down to Val d’Orcia and Valdichiana.
Plunge yourselves into the world of food and
wine starting with the UNDERSTANDING
of products like the Langhe’s most important Crus or watching closely how Pienza’s
Pecorino cheese is made. LEARN how to use
it practically, making treats with Piedmont
hazelnuts or matching Tuscan Extra Virging
Olive Oil with food according to its qualities.
EXPERIENCE the territory with locals from
above in a balloon and below in a castle for
a high tea with its owners. And when you
have finally gathered all the knowledge and
tools, CREATE your own wines in the land of
Brunello and Grappa in a historical distillery
in Monferrato, joining our millenary family of
Italian gourmands.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 9 DAYS – 8 NIGHTS
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TOUR NR.2
ITALIAN RECOLLECTION IN TRANQUILLITY

Wellness is not just about your body. We will
cuddle your soul with experiences deeply
connected to the landscape and territory of
Piedmont and Tuscany. A Mindful session
held in a private castle garden facing the Roero hills will help you stretch your roots down
into the ground just before your sprouts
bloom towards the sky in a colorful balloon
flying on the notes of a violin. Enchanted by
a view on the Langhe hills, you will nourish
your emotions in a spa with a relaxing massage and wine treatment and your body with
delicious and healthy meals hand-prepared
by you and your chef. In order to be in harmony with the territory you will need to use
all your senses. We will teach you The Art of
Listening with a musicotherapy session and
how to create your own perfume guided by a
Master Perfumer. The circle will close with a
Tai Chi session on the peaceful hills of Montalcino followed by an afternoon at the Chianciano Sensory Spa, a dreamy structure in
which the awakening of all your senses will
finally be complete.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 9 DAYS – 8 NIGHTS
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Fine Life
Vicolo Rinuccini 4
53100 Siena (SI)

+39 05771655968 | Fax +39 05771655968

info@finelife.it
_
www.finelife.it
_
contact Daniela Occhionero, Founder & Managing Director
daniela@finelife.it

F

INE LIFE is an Incoming Tour Operator and DMC based in Tuscany that
provides high quality services for
demanding travelers throughout the whole
Italy. Combining an international approach
with a deep knowledge of the country, we
conceive and arrange authentic travel experiences - tailored on clients’ requirements - with
a strong attention to details and a constant
customer care.

Our aim is to present not only the well renowned jewels of the country, but also its hidden treasures, during a journey that will leave
life lasting memories.

TOUR NR.1
“TRAVEL IN A PICTURE”:
VAL D’ORCIA & LANGHE PHOTO TOUR
A journey through two regions - both declared UNESCO world heritage sites thanks
to their magnificent natural scenery - that
represent a perfect shooting set. A dedicated
tour for photo lovers “led” by a professional photographer who will teach you all the
secrets of light, framing and shot details on
different subjects: landscapes, art, architecture and food. Enchanting 5* hotels, picturesque routes, iconic estates, scenic views: all
seen through the lens of your camera. Hands
on workshops, Michelin stars chef dinner &
class, private concert, remarkable wine tasting experiences: all to bring you impressive
long life lasting memories.
DAYS/NIGHTS: 10 DAYS – 9 NIGHTS
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TOUR NR.2
WATER & GARDENS TOUR
Thermal waters & SPA + Gardens & Parks as
a guideline for a journey that links two flourishing territories – Tuscany and Langhe rich, not only in art and history or in food and
wine, but also in wild nature and designed
landscapes. Immerse yourself in a tour that
is both a joy for the eyes and nourishment
for the senses. The Italian style of the garden
design, an ancient pilgrim route that passes
through lovely medieval hamlets, authentic
castles and royal residences, represent the
beauty of the treasures that appear over
the ground and that perfectly merge with
the benefits of the thermal waters that flow
from underground.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 8 DAYS – 7 NIGHTS
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Fly To Wine Srl
Strada Provinciale 1 per san Gimignano, 24
53036 Poggibonsi (SI)

_
www.flytowine.com
_
contact Luciana Cilemmi, Titolare
info@flytowine.com

S

everal times people find tours online
and just pick up the first that shows
something nice around Tuscany. Fly
To Wine selects experiences out of the ordinary, so you’ll make sure to invest your time
and your money in something that you’ll easily remember throughout the years. We don’t
want just to offer tours, we want to give emotions to people.
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+39 0577 918017
info@flytowine.com | booking@flytowine.com

Since booking a Yacht or seeking for truffle, for example, is something hard to organize
and awesome to live, we offer you the chance
to have everything with few clicks

TOUR NR.1
A DELICIOUS TASTE OF TUSCANY
& PIEDMONT

TOUR NR.2
HIDDEN JEWELS OF TUSCANY
& PIEDMONT

Enjoy a unique experience above the skies of
Tuscany and Piedmont in order to taste Italian best truffles and wines. With the aim to
deeply explore the Val d’Orcia and Val di Chiana areas of Tuscany, the package combines
accommodation in top hotels for wellness and
relaxation, exclusive transfers by Helicopter,
gourmet restaurants and the visit to Torciano
Winery including a ‘once in a lifetime’ dinner in
the privately owned Chigi Tower in San Gimignano. With a short Helicopter ride, you can
reach Piedmont, a more north Region of Italy
which can offer still top wines and truffles.

Enjoy food, wine and art in Tuscany but add
a particular twist, visit the treasure of San
Galgano, take advantage of a full day sailing
among the Tuscan Archipelago (the biggest
European Marine Nature Reserve) and have
dinner in the UNESCO Heritage Site Torre
Chigi in San Gimignano owned by the Giachi
Cilemmi family as Tenuta Torciano. Admire
the region driving a Ferrari though backroads to admire the famous rolling hills and
cypress tries. Land in Piedmont by Helicopter and discover the Underground Cathedrals some now used as cellar, the Romantic
Road of Langhe and Roero or walk on the Roman Road called “Sternìa”.
Your transfers will be very comfortable using
a private Helicopter.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 6 DAYS – 5 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 10 DAYS – 9 NIGHTS
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Fufluns

Dmc specialised in deluxe
wine & food tours in Italy since 1999

Via Del Crocifisso N.8
57028 Suvereto (LI)

+39 0565 827044 | +39 335 5347704
fm@fufluns.com

_
www.flufuns.com | www.filippomagnani.it
_
contact Filippo Magnani, Legale Rappresentante
fm@fufluns.com

S

ince 1999, we create and offer unique
wine and food travel experiences to
help people from all over the world
discover the excellence of Italian wines,
food and culture.
Be it through famous winery tours led
with a personal twist; be it through the
discovery of abandoned rural villages and
charming routes; be through the tasting of
exquisite local food, or an evening spent
with local people to learn and taste typical
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recipes in a deeply personal atmosphere,
our job is finding the perfect recipe to rejuvenate those romantic magic moments,
where you will fall in love with the majesty
and grace, charm and character of the Italian way of life.
This sense of connection, discovery
and fun is why our clients keep returning
on our tours.

TOUR NR.1
A GREAT VINTAGE

TOUR NR.2
FRAGRANCES OF PIEDMONT & TUSCANY

Nine days luxury wine tour crafted for wine
enthusiasts and collectors.
You will explore the beautiful regions of Val
d’Orcia in Tuscany and Langhe in Piedmont,
visiting the greatest wineries of Brunello di
Montalcino, Nobile di Montepulciano, Barolo
and Barbaresco. A fun-filled, educational itinerary which bring you privileged access to the
wine region’s most prized estates.
During the trip you will experience stylish,
deluxe accomodation overlooking vineyards
and magnificent countryside. Perfect places
where to enjoy fabulous meals together with
your partners or your friends

Nine days of wine and food itinerary between
Piedmont and Tuscany
where you will rediscover your senses through
a real adventure.
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato in Piedmont
and Val d’Orcia and Val di Chiana in Tuscany
are common destinations for wine and food
lovers and a wine and gourmet travel experience is one of the best ways to explore the true
essence of these regions.
Each location is selected for its character and
authenticity, to make you feel at home as an
invited guest and not as a tourist. Each route
is carefully designed to immerse you in the
local culture. There will be always amazing
food and stunning accommodations, whether
you are cooking with a Michelin-starred chef
in Piedmont or preparing a feast with a local
mamma in a Tuscan farmhouse. It is a mix that
allows you to sample both, a region’s refined
cuisine and its rustic traditions.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 9 DAYS - 8 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 9 DAYS - 8 NIGHTS
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Langhe
Experience
Tours & Events
Piazza San Paolo 3
12051 Alba (CN)

+39 0173 226689
tour@langhe-experience.it

_
www.langhe-experience.tours
_
contact Daniela Ferrero, Tours & Events Manager
daniela.ferrero@langhe-experience.it

TOUR NR.1
THE ITALIAN DREAM EXPERIENCE

W

e are a creative and friendly team of
12 women, with over 25 years’ experience in this area, where we were
born and have grown professionally. We have
personally selected and tested all the local facilities, event locations, service providers and
activities we offer.
We are specialized in the organization of
charming and luxurious personalized stays
and tours for individuals and small groups, and
in creating high-level events, such as motivational trips, meetings and corporate parties.
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We love what we do, and we love doing it
with professionalism, ethics and transparency, adding our own special touch, based on the
empathy created with our clients.
We are the official organizers of Grandi
Langhe Docg and of the World Charity Alba
White Truffle Auction.

A slow luxury journey under the Tuscan and
Piedmont sun.
Rediscover the luxury of slowing down and indulge your senses, travelling around the timeless destination you have always dreamt of:
Piedmont & Tuscany.
Relax in a charming country house or a 5-star
boutique resort in the unique scenery of Langhe hills and Val d’Orcia.
Discover the best Italian red wines, Barolo and
Brunello, in their places of origin with local experts: stroll in the vineyards, off-road tour in
the best crus, tasting of different vintages.
Experience the magic of Alba White Truffle
hunting: you may have already tasted it on tables all over the world, but here, at home, it will
be different! Enjoy its overwhelming aromas at
the truffle hunter’s house, with the dishes that
glorify its delicacy.
Select your dinner among over 100 local trattorias reviewed by international guides and 24
Michelin-starred restaurants.
Admire the Unesco Vineyard Landscapes with
a Vespa or a vintage car ride, or with a hot-air

balloon flight at sunset: extraordinary castles,
postcard-perfect towns, boundless tidy vineyards, endless cypress-lined alleys...
Experience authenticity: discover the secrets
of cheese in a natural environment, picnic at
the golden hour in the vineyards, meet local artisanal producers.
Learn how to buy the best products with your
personal food shopper during a stroll at the
small street market and cook tasty typical dishes following the grandmas’ recipes as locals do.
Appreciate Green Luxury visiting earth-friendly wineries, tasting organic products and riding
sustainable design e-bikes.
Live the Italian Lifestyle: enjoy breakfast in the
garden, have a cappuccino in a historical café,
sip an aperitivo “in piazzetta”, and feel the inimitable “polite but informal” distinctive flavour.
It is a privilege for us to be able to call this place
home, and it is with joy and passion that we will
accompany you on its exploration through oneof-a-kind experiences that only insiders can design. Live with us the best slice of Italian life!

DAYS/NIGHTS: 10 DAYS - 9 NIGHTS
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Stile Divino
Italy
Via Vittorio Emanuele II 37
12060 Verduno (CN)

+39 0172 1773002
info@stiledivinoitaly.com

_
www.stiledivinotravel.com
_
contact Daniela Virgilio | Elke Hartner, Titolare Dell’azienda
daniela.virgilio@stiledivinoitaly.com

I

ncoming tour operator specialized in
tailormade gastronomic, cultural and exclusive tours for groups and individuals,
which operates in Piedmont or neighboring
regions.
Our most successful products
and experiences:
- Creative experiences to learn how to create
the typical products of our territory (gin, vermouth, gianduiotto, perfume etc.)
- Emotional photographer during travels and
exclusive experiences.
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- Take pictures traveling: learning to photograph through the travel emotions and thanks
to the private assistance of a professional
photographer
- Private events in wineries and exclusive locations
- Cooking classs
- Truffle hunting
- Balloon flights
- Helicopter flights over the wine landscapes
of the Langhe and Roero: a UNESCO
heritage site.

TOUR NR.1
EXPERIENCE LANGHE
AND TOSCANA TERRITORIES
THROUGH THE CAMERA

TOUR NR.2
LUXURY EXPERIENCE AMONG PIEDMONT
AND TUSCANY EXCELLENCES

The tour is designed to give guests not the
usual trip, but a set of emotions that will be immortalized by camera, step by step, in order
to relive them once they come back home.
Guests will experience the culture and a set
of customs and traditions that make Langhe
Monferrato Roero and Tuscany unique territories. Together with a professional photographer, they will discover the beauty, the art, the
culture and the breathtaking landscapes that
only Langhe Monferrato Roero and Tuscany areas can offer. They will not only make a
practical photographic course, but also a funny and engaging theoretical course.
Furthermore, the pleasant pace of the trip will
allow guests to admire the wine-growing landscapes, a UNESCO heritage site, to try exclusive experiences and to taste the gastronomic
excellences of Italian cuisine.

The tour is designed to discover the gastronomic excellences, the art, the traditions and
the breathtaking landscapes of Langhe Monferrato Roero and Tuscany through a series
of tailored services. Local experts that will
accompany the guests in an ideal journey to
discover the flavors and traditions of the past.
Unique experiences such as going shopping
in local markets and cooking class with a renowned chef, visit of local producers, sensorial gourmet experiences will lead the visitors
in the world of gastronomic treasures of these
lands through tradition and innovation. Visits
of renowned wineries and vertical tastings
will guide the guests in the discovery of the
best wines of the regions such as Barolo, Barbaresco, Ruchè, Nobile di Montepulciano and
Brunello di Montalcino, together with sensational unique wellness experiences, balloon
flights and guided tour through the medieval
villages of these UNESCO’s hills.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 13 DAYS - 12 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 11DAYS - 10NIGHTS
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Tourism
Design Atelier
Via XX settembre 2-4
52045 Foiano della Chiana (AR)

+39 331 7868451
info@tourismdesignatelier.it

_
www.tourismdesignatelier.it
_
contact Lucia Bernini, Account Manager & Owner
hospitality@tourismdesignatelier.it

T

ourism Design Atelier is a brand new
Tuscan tour operator born from
the idea of three young women to
innovate the concept of tourism above all in
Tuscany.
We would like to inspire the journey
throughout our eyes to live an authentic and
unique experience suited on client’s desires,
completely tailor made. We offer any kind of
service to make the stay comfortable, exciting
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and complete with a team available 24h per
day to donate an unlimited support. We won’t
offer just a simple journey or experience but
literally moments and memories of happiness.
We truly believe that luxury is not only marble bathroom and crystal glasses but above
all luxury is in details especially taking care
about guests: these are the aspects we mostly
take care of.

TOUR NR.1
GREEN LUXURY IN TUSCANY & PIEDMONT

TOUR NR.2
BACK IN TIME IN LANGHE & VALDORCIA

Tuscany and Piedmont have both a remarkable characteristic: the slow way of living of
local people. We will lead you to taste, smell
and get in touch with all the stylish and green
experiences ever wished.
Here just some highlights
Stay in a luxury country resort
Be a Tuscan for a day: experience the country
life from the inside
Do sightseeing, walking, biking & photographic tours in Unesco breathtaking spots
Taste the savors & flavours in stylish locations
Experience contemporary art & actor performance in lush gardens
Get in touch with Italian design and antiques
in Pienza
Feel the wellness from natural elements at Sensorial Terme di Chianciano
Be a wine grower in a biodynamic winery in the
Chianti area
Discover the renowned Barolo wine by an offroad tour in the best crus
Visit Bra oldtown and Pollenzo Wine Bank with
its “Slow food Philosophy”
Experience an Alba white truffle hunting and
taste a truffle based lunch

Secret and renowned Italian aristocracy and
nobility: let’s come to discover our history
through castles, manors and ancient wineries.
Piedmont and Tuscany are linked by history,
flavours and breathtaking landscapes.
Here just some impressions
History: Piedmontese and Tuscan noble personalities. Enjoy the visit to noble sites as Grinzane Cavour Castle; be the special and unique
guest of a Tuscan noble family opening a palace closed door in Pienza
Unesco sites: enjoy the wonderful vineyard
landscapes of Langhe hills from the Medieval
Barbaresco Tower and cherish Orcia Valley
from the Tuscan sky by a hot air balloon
Wine: taste the three wonderful Bs - Barbaresco, Barolo and Brunello and relish the traditional Piedmontese sparkling wine, in historical wineries
Truffle: hunt the precious white Alba truffle
and take delight in eating the scented Tuscan
truffle
Food: savor the best starred Michelin restaurants in Piedmont and Tuscany

DAYS/NIGHTS: 11 DAYS - 10 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 9 DAYS - 8 NIGHTS
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Artviva
Via Sassetti 1
50123 Firenze (FI)

_
www.artviva.com
_
contact Rose Magers, Director
rose@artviva.com

A

rtviva is the leading tour company
DMC in Florence, Italy. Since 1996
Artviva is acclaimed for virtuoso
excellence and exclusive access to the very
best of Made in Italy. With thousands of 5-star
reviews; Artviva is recommended by every
major travel guide. Artviva has a unique-theatre company background and are TV &
Film producers as well as extraordinary luxury event providers. With exclusive access to
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+ 39 055 2645033 | Fax +39 055 292620
rose@artviva.com | pier@artviva.com

museums, palaces, amazing artists, authors,
aristocrats and artisans Artviva offers innovative high-quality experiences with the best of
Italian Excellence. With regular high-quality
small group tours from Florence -Artviva also
organises events and bespoke experiences in
Italy’s art cities and beyond. Acclaimed for innovative experiences that bring the history of
Italy to life and known for great customer care,
clients will always receive a warm welcome.

TOUR NR.1
QUINTESSENTIAL ITALY-A
SENSUAL JOURNEY

TOUR NR.2
EXCELLENCE MEETS
HISTORY-LIVING ITALY

Satisfy all your senses in a luxurious and
unique journey of wellness and gourmet
experiences traversing the best of Italy. Meet
the top makers of excellence in two of Italy’s
most beautiful UNESCO heritage gourmet
regions. Piedmont Langhe and Tuscany Val
d’Orcia. Both are quintessential gourmet regions in Italy producing world-famous wines
as well as delicious local produce and the edible gold of food- truffles. Enjoy stunningly
beautiful and unique luxury accommodations
from ancient Cistercian abbeys, to grand
castles with thermal healing waters to picturesque medieval hamlets. The best in the
regions. Traverse the realms of the senses
with a unique sensorial healing experience,
divinely inspired tastings, Michelin chef led
cooking experiences, wooded truffle hunting
walks, guidance from top experts and hands
on immersive wine and cheese making experiences.

Meet the masters of Made in Italy from a wine
making prince to the original Da Vinci Code
detective and a PHD historian count to some
of Italy’s top chefs and fabulous heroes of the
best Italian produce. Adopt a Vine and Olive
Tree with Prince Duccio Corsini receiving
your own little part of Tuscany. Continue
your relationship and the experience with
the fruits of the vintage and harvest sent to
you each season. Experience being a wine
maker for a day with a top wine maker.
Feeling Romantic? Enjoy Italy’s most unique
marriage proposal where a magnificent
bird brings your message of love to you in a
stunning location. Dress up and relive history
with your own interactive performance event
where you play a famous character from the
past. We provide historians, performers,
chefs and musicians as well as spectacular
fireworks to bring the past to life just for you.
Optional Helicopter Transfers.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 12 DAYS - 11 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 12 DAYS - 11 NIGHTS
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S-Cape
Countryside Travel
Via dei Giraldi 8r
Firenze (FI)

_
www.s-capetravel.eu.com
_
contact Tullia Caballero Augi , Direttrice
tullia.caballero@s-cape.it

S

-Cape Travel designs and runs immersive, inspiring and unforgettable journeys. Crafted from the finest ingredients (exceptional lodgings, insider access,
stellar food and wine, passionate certified
guides, more than 20 years of experience and
proven track record).
Our trips combine cycling and walking adventures with unparalleled cultural immersion
and hands on experiences in Europe’s greatest destinations, giving you the time to slow
down to appreciate the details: view the sites
and landscapes, savor the specialties, meet
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+ 39 055 234 5334
info@s-cape.it | groups@s-cape.it

and mingle with the locals and dive deep into
the local culture.
With a vast and varied portfolio of guided and
independent active and adventure cycling
and walking trips we take you beyond the
beaten path and the stereotypes.
Mission:
To offer unique, immersive and enriching
travel experiences by providing exceptional
hiking and cycling adventures, in a responsibly sustainable way, which promotes the conservation of both natural and human communities.

TOUR NR.1
WALKING IN PIEDMONT AND TUSCANY:
FROM ALBA TO MONTALCINO, THE SLOW
WAY.

TOUR NR.2
LEISURE CYCLING IN PIEDMONT AND
TUSCANY: THE GOOD LIFE ROUTE.

Great wines, unparalleled gastronomy, soft
hills covered in verdant vineyards and peppered with red-roofed hamlets: more than
a red thread, what connects Piedmont and
Tuscany is everything dreamy you would expect from a trip to Italy. What is more, their
timeless landscape is perfect for exploring on
foot: jaunt through vine-lined roads to Alba,
Italy’s truffle capital and follow an ancient
pilgrim way to Rome to beguiling Medieval
villages and serenely beautiful monasteries;
taste the Italian Spumante under the vaults
of an “underground cathedral” in Canelli and
Nobile Montepulciano wine among centuries-old oak barrels; soak in the red grape-infused SPA water of a converted 12th century
monastery and relish the Michelin-starred
cuisine of historic estates just out of Montalcino and Barolo. A week-long feast of the best
Italy can offer, guided by our friend Roberta –
fantastic cook, gifted watercolor painter, and
the author of the most recent guidebook on
Langhe’s walking trails.

If your idea of paradise is cycling amid orchards and red-grape dotted vineyards, savoring the most prestigious wines Italy has
to offer and kicking back at historic estates
converted into 5* relais, nothing could be
more apropos than this trip. Enjoy relaxed,
panorama-packed rides through wine-growing regions and cypress-dotted hills, follow
your guide through the bottega-lined streets
of Alba and Monferrato – the sweet scent of
chocolate pervading the air, fresh white truffle grated on your pasta all’uovo in a hip bistrot – explore a marble workshop in artsy Pietrasanta, a stone-throws from Carrara and an
“underground cathedral” treasuring bottles
of Italian Spumante; refuel with freshly-made
cheese in a traditional sheep farm near Barolo and a gourmet meals in Michelin-starred
restaurants in the heart of Val d’Orcia. Rest
in converted monasteries, fortresses, rustic-chic boutique hotels. After all, there are
many good reasons why we called it “the good
life route”.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS

DAYS/NIGHTS: 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS
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Diwine Tour
Piazza San Paolo 3
Alba (CN)

_
www.diwinetour.com
_
contact Elisa Ramanzin, Direttore Tecnico
info@diwinetour.com

+39 335 5325310
info@diwinetour.com

TOUR NR.1

D

iwine tour project was born after
our great passion for excellent food,
wines and their territories. We are a
registered company, with all licences and insurances provided by the law, that organize
unique and tailor made experiences for wine
& food lovers in Langhe, Roero and Monferrato, UNESCO World Heritage sites.
For years we have been ourselves passionate
travel enthusiasts, in search of unique experiences that stimulated our knowledge. Today,
moved by the same passion and enriched by
a wealth of wonderful adventures, we want to
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offer the best to those who share this curiosity
and wish to live a territory through its wine,
food and nature.
Being wines enthusiasts and qualified Sommelier, we select wineries based on the quality of wines, hospitality and their uniqueness.
We organize authentic truffle hunting experiences, gastronomic activities and outdoor
escapes (hot air balloon flights, e-bike adventures, walks through the vineyards of Barolo
and Barbaresco) to discover the excellences
of our territory.

BBB PROJECT – BRUNELLO BARBARESCO
BAROLO PROJECT
The BBB project is a journey of 7 days across
two of the most important wine destinations
in Italy: Piedmont and Tuscany.
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato in Piedmont
have been included in the UNESCO World
Heritage list since 2014 and include stunning
rolling hills covered by vineyards as far as the
eye can see.
Tuscany boasts a unique artistic, historical
and panoramic heritage that has made it the
undisputed destination of world tourism.
These regions share an unparalleled richness
of food and wine culture where the work of
people perfectly integrates with the cycle of
nature. The landscapes, the historical background and the cultural traditions of their
inhabitants have given life to fascinating territories that have soon become favorite destinations for wine and food lovers and for people
in search of a real and relaxing place to please
their senses.

This journey will take you through the authentic wine regions of Piedmont and Tuscany
through the eyes of their most representative
wines: Brunello, Barbaresco and Barolo.
Professional sommeliers will guide you
through the magic of these lands through
the visit of beautiful wineries and the guided
tasting of their wines. The stunning views as
well as the quaint medieval villages will be the
perfect framework of a relaxing gastronomic
adventure. Not least, fun activities, great food
experiences and boutique wine resorts will
complete your Italian retreat.

DAYS/NIGHTS: 7 DAYS - 6 NIGHTS
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www.discoverdifferences.it

www.visittuscany.com

www.lmrprecious.it

